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UNIFORM POLICY

Outlandish hair styles as determined by administration. 
Makeup deemed wild or excessive by administration.
Unsafe clothing, footwear and accessories for particular class activities or regular daily wear.
Physical appearance that is interpreted as distracting or disruptive.
Beards, mustaches or facial hair.
Political statements represented in clothing, jewelry, footwear.
No hats or head coverings in the building (religious exceptions) 7:00 am - 3:30 pm

Our school uniform policy forbids the following:

 
 ** These rules apply to uniform and non-uniform days. **

Students must be neat, clean and nicely dressed while at school, at all times.
Dress shirts and blouses must be neatly tucked. Shirts/Blouses may not be tied back or
knotted in any manner.
Polos do not need to be tucked in.
All attire is to be clean and pressed.
Boys must be clean-shaven and neatly groomed hair. Ties tucked to the neckline of their
shirt.
Girls must have neatly groomed hair. "Moderate" makeup is permitted. 
Sweaters/Fleece are to be worn properly and not tied at the waist or drooped over the
shoulders.

Expectations for grooming:



DRESS CODE
Navy blue or khaki slacks 
Brown or black belt 
White or light blue collared shirt, long or
short sleeves. 
Any appropriate tie or bowtie. No string
or bolo ties permitted. 
Navy blue uniform sweater
Navy blue uniform fleece
Footwear must adhere to the guidelines
that follow and be worn at all times
Socks must be visible and worn at all
times
Undershirts must be solid white (no
visible lettering or images) and must not
be longer that the uniform shirt

BOYS' DRESS CODE
Navy blue or khaki slacks
Navy blue, khaki or plaid skirts (no more
than three inches above the knee).
White or light blue collared shirt, long
or short sleeves.
Navy blue uniform sweater
Navy blue uniform fleece
Footwear must adhere to the
guidelines that follow and be worn at
all times
Socks must be visible and worn at all
times
Undershirts must be solid white (no
visible lettering or images) and must
not be longer that the uniform shirt

GIRLS' DRESS CODE

White, navy, green polo shirts
White or light blue collared shirts may be worn without a tie during this time

OPTIONAL UNIFORM (OPENING DAY-HALLOWEEN, EASTER-FINAL DAY)



NOT Approved Footwear:
Boots (ex. Timberlands, combat
boots, UGGS) 
Moccasins and Crocs
Open-toed shoes
Sandals 
Narrow heels
High heels
Platforms
Slippers or house shoes

Please see below and on the following
page for visual examples of what
will/will not be acceptable uniform
footwear.

Loafers

CAN I WEAR
THESE?

Socks must be:
WORN at all times
VISIBLE (no PEDS or "no-show"
socks)
Solid colors (navy, white, black,
or green are recommended)

Approved Footwear: 
Tie or slip-on loafer shoes (Hey
Dudes, Sperry)
Athletic footwear (sneakers) in
neutral tones (navy, black, white,
brown)
Low-Mid height, thick heeled
dress shoes

For the safety of our students the following rules are in 
place regarding footwear:

"Hey Dude's" but
no wild patterns

permitted

"Sperry's" but
no boots, no

colors

"Loafer" and
"thick heel"

permitted, but
heel is too high!

No Crocs
permitted

Neutral Colors
Tie or slip-on
Low/No heel



CAN I WEAR
THESE?

Athletic Shoes

Vans slip on or
lace up sneakers

in approved
color

"Vans,"
"approved color,

but "platform"
not permitted

Solid, approved
color sneaker

Patterned
sneaker

Keds in
approved color

Keds in NOT
approved color

Approved
Converse

High Top
Converse

Approved Nike
Sneakers

"Nike Sneakers"
but unapproved

colors and/or
high top



CAN I WEAR
THESE?

Heels and Flats

Mid height,
chunk heel

"Chunky heel"
but too high!

Sueded flats Sueded booties

Low, wedge heel

Tall, narrow heel

Approved Flats

Open Toe Flats

Low, chunky
heel

"Flats" but
unapproved colors

Low, pointy heel



CAN I WEAR
THESE?

Not Permitted



CAN I WEAR
THESE?

Socks

Questions Regarding Uniforms?
Please contact AP Warner with any of your uniform concerns! 

You are welcome to email photos or stop by with shoes, pants, etc. if
you would like to verify you are in compliance with uniform before the

start of school. 

mailto:lindsay.warner@ndhsbatavia.com


Please return order forms to ND attn: Carolyn Babcock


